SOLUTIONS

FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
IN BUILDINGS

THE GLOBAL SPECIALIST
IN ELECTRICAL AND DIGITAL BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURES

Legrand
– a capable and reliable supply partner that:
• delivers innovation
• offers market leading low carbon solutions
• delivers very high standards of corporate responsibility
Working together we can create solutions that produce
less carbon and reduce the impact on the environment.

As a leading specialist in electrical and digital
infrastructures for buildings, Legrand is committed
to ensuring that everyone can use electricity in a
sustainable way.

2. LEGISLATION AND STANDARDISATION
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Legrand,
a global player
Legrand is the global specialist in electrical and
digital building infrastructures.
The Group offers a comprehensive range of
solutions and services tailored to residential,
commercial and industrial markets.
The scope of its offering and its leading positions
make Legrand a worldwide benchmark.

3 MARKETS

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

AN ACTIVE
INTERNATIONAL
PRESENCE

ESTABLISHED IN
NEARLY
90 COUNTRIES

CONTINUOUS
INNOVATION

4% TO 5%
OF SALES
DEDICATED TO R&D
EVERY YEAR

OVER 37,000
EMPLOYEES
IN 2017
SALES IN
NEARLY
180 COUNTRIES

LEADING POSITIONS
of sales are from products that rank irst or second in their
respective markets (2014).

68%

World leader in the interface for control and connection, and
in cable management products.

3 key
business areas

EFFICIENT ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION

ENERGY EFFICIENT
DATA CENTRE

ACTIVE ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
1. LEGRAND GROUP
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APPLICA
TION
S

Free cooling

Home automation

Renewable energies

Monitoring and reporting

Digital lighting management

Legrand
Energy
Eficiency
Strategy
Answering to our
customers’ needs
in terms of comfort,
security and
productivity while
using less energy.

Measurement and supervision

Eficient energy distribution

Guest room management

HVAC / Heating control

LS
Industry

CL
I

VER
TIC
A

Hotels

N
E

S
T

Speciiers

Education

Warehouses

Commercial stores

System
integrators

Electrical
contractors

Data centres
Facility
managers

Residential
Investors

Hospitals

Ofices

Our
business...
From control and connection interfaces to cable management,
energy distribution and voice-data-image (VDI) distribution
systems, Legrand provides a host of solutions designed to
manage lighting, energy, networks and building access.

A PORTFOLIO
OF FLAGSHIP
BRANDS
Legrand • Bticino • Electrak • Cabloil
• C2G • NUVO • Swifts • Salamandre •
Minkels • Qmotion • Ortronics • Raritan
• Vantage • Zucchini and more

A WIDE CHOICE BY ANY
MEASURE

SEVERAL HUNDRED
THOUSAND
CATALOGUE ITEMS
MORE THAN
90 PRODUCT
FAMILIES

The Legrand Group has
more than 50 BRANDS
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Legrand and sustainable

development

The Legrand Group, with its customers and partners, has been committed for many years to developing
a continuous improvement process and guaranteeing the responsible, proitable and long-term growth
of its business.
For this reason the Group intends to provide a response to the environmental, economic and social
problems of the present and the future.

■

A global approach for
sustainable development

■

In producing its products the Legrand
Group systematically looks for technical
solutions that can replace the use of
dangerous products.

Legrand's approach to sustainable
development is oriented towards
three areas: social responsibility,
the environment and governance.
■

Reduction of the
environmental impact of the
Group sites
Since 1996 Legrand has integrated
environmental protection and
management in the operations by which
it manages its industrial sites.

Control of the use of chemical
substances

■

Ecological products
Legrand puts an eco-design approach
into effect to limit the global impact
which products have on the environment
during their life cycle.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CORPORATE SOCIAL
Voluntary initiatives, such as signing the Global
Compact or
EMPLOYEES
RESPONSIBILITY
- Respect human rights

respecting the rigid social and environmental -criteria
laid down
Guarantee health and safety at work
Develop
skills
and promote diversity
Legrand’s
CSRFTSE4Good
roadmap isand
a natural
extension
by the
DJSI Indices,
form part of a general
to the governance
sustainable development
policy aimedand
at transparency,
to highlight Legrand's concrete
approach
in which thetocompany
has been
commitment
the Company
Social Responsibility framework.
engaged for many years. The CSR roadmap
irmly asserts Legrand’s ongoing commitment
SOCIETY
- Act ethically
to sustainable development.
- Ensure responsible purchasing
- Enable access to electricity for all

ENVIRONMENT

CSR

- Reduce the Group’s
environmental footprint
- Innovate for a circular
economy

USERS
- Provide sustainable solutions
- Play a driving role in
the electrical sector

1. LEGRAND GROUP
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General
product overview

EFFICIENT ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION

Green
transformer

Cold corridor

page 25

page 37

High eficiency busbar
page 28

Power quality and
power factor correction
page 29

UPS
page 34
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EFFICENT ENERGY
DATA CENTRE

Air conditioning
page 43

Metering with smart
PDU
page 46

ACTIVE ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

Energy management:
measure, report, status,
command and display data
on site or remotely
page 53

Measure of the
energy integrated to
power devices or with
measuring central units

Lighting management
distribution and
lighting controls
page 56

HVAC control
page 69

page 54

Time switches
page 71

1. LEGRAND GROUP
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2
Legislation
and standardisation
■ The view of the European Union
■ Legislation
■ Standardisation
■ Classiication schemes
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Energy eficiency

The view of the EU
The energy strategy ixed by the EU to be
reached by the year 2020 is based on:

-20% ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

For further details, visit the EU webpage on
the 2020 energy strategy:

>20%
RENEWABLE
SOURCES

The EU creates a legislative framework
based on this principle.

-20%
GREENHOUSE
EMISSIONS

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/
energy-strategy/2020-energy-strategy

Energy eficiency

Legislation

The basic implementation tools for the EU energy
strategies are the Directives.
■
■
■

Energy Eficiency (EE) Directive
Energy Performances of Building Directive (EPBD)
Ecodesign Directive

All EU countries will align their legislation to
fundamental directives.
The EU directives are under constant revision.
See the latest at: http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en
As a consequence of the Directives, speciic regulations
have been published and technical standardisation
mandates have been submitted to European Standard
Organisations (CEN, Cenelec and ETSI) in order to ix
energy eficiency requirements in all the relevant areas.
This includes transport systems, urban planning and the
tools to verify compliance.
Financial support to implement energy eficiency
measures are under constant development in each
country.
For the latest legislation updates, please consult the appropriate web pages:
■

EE Directive national action plans:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-eficiency/energy-eficiency-directive/nationalenergy-eficiency-action-plans

■

EPBD Directive implementing measures:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-eficiency/buildings

■

Ecodesign Directive related regulations:
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/sustainability/ecodesign/index_en.htm

■

UK national energy eficiency action plan:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/iles/documents/2014_neeap_united-kingdom.pdf

2. LEGISLATION AND STANDARDISATION
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Energy eficiency

Standardisation
Energy eficiency impact standardisation of electrical installations and equipment:

■

IEC 60364-8-1

■

Low voltage electrical installations
Part 8-1: Energy eficiency
■

Energy performance of buildings /energy
requirements for lighting
Part 1: Speciications

EN 15232
Energy performance of buildings
Part 1: Impact of building automation,
controls and building management

■

Future EN 15193-1

IEC 60947-1
Low voltage switchgear and controlgear
Part 1: General rules / Annex V / Power
management with switchgear and
controlgear for energy eficiency

■

Standard IEC 60076-20
Energy eficiency practices for power
transformers. Refer more speciically to
standards EN 60076-1 to 60776-5,
EN 60076-11 version 2004 and
EN 50588-1 (for dry-type power
transformers)

A number of standardisation projects are
underway in order to cover more and more
electrical equipment with speciic energy
eficiency requirements.
These projects include:
■
LSE Load Shedding Equipment
■
SSE Source Switching Equipment
■
Pro-sumers (Producers – Consumers)
low voltage electrical installations.
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Energy performance

Classiication schemes
A number of energy performance classiication schemes for buildings have been created.
This approach helps to identify the environmental sustainability of buildings.
Sustainability includes energy eficiency.

The most popular
schemes are:

The building classiication schemes have a
comprehensive approach which covers:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

LEED
Leadership in Environmental and
Energy Design
www.usgbc.org/leed

BREEAM
Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method
www.breeam.com

■
■

Location and transportation
Sustainable site
Water eficiency
Energy and atmosphere
Material choice
Environmental quality
Innovation
Regional priorities
Wastes

Energy is a fundamental part of the building
classiication scheme and it is highly affected
by the installation design and the equipment
choice.

3
Energy eficiency
demonstration tool
Information about
the demonstration tool
FEATURES & BENEFITS
The EE Demonstrator is a tool that estimates
the energy saving potential for all Legrand
energy eficiency solutions. Calculations
are based on requirements speciied in
standards.
For each solution:
■

■
■

■

it determines the energy saving level in
local currency and kWh
it estimates the simple payback
it calculates the project economic data
(NPV, IRR and Savings on TCO)
it gives the scoring for Environmental
Rating Systems (LEED, BREEAM)

Contact us to request a demonstration of how we can help
you to save energy or to discover more about the actions
and tools Legrand uses to deliver a more sustainable
future for all its partners:
legrand.co.uk/products/energy-eficiency
3. ENERGY EFFICIENCY DEMONSTRATION TOOL
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4
Product overview
■ Eficient energy distribution
■ Eficient energy data centre
■ Active energy management

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Eficient energy
distribution

Green
transformer
page 25

High eficiency busbar
page 28

Power quality and
power factor correction
page 29

UPS
page 34
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Eficient energy distribution

Green T.HE cast resin
transformers
After the new European Commission
regulation (548/2014) came into force in
July 2015, the eficiency standards required
for transformers have become stricter.
This means guaranteeing a considerable
reduction in energy consumption, favouring
a considerable cost saving and reducing CO2
emissions to the atmosphere.
Legrand Green T.HE transformers,
complying to standard EN 50588-1, are
designed and manufactured in conformity
with European Community regulation
548/2014, laying down the modes of
application of the Directive on ecocompatible
design 2009/125/CE.

REFERENCE STANDARDS
Standard EN 50588-1 applies to
three-phase transformers between
5 kVA and 40 MVA supplied with a
frequency of 50 HZ and with maximum
voltage per component (Um) greater
than 1.1 kV but not greater than 36 kV.

Regulation 584/2014 sets out the
obligatory requirements in the
countries of the EU (28 nations) for
the ecocompatible design of electric
transformers with power greater
than 1 kVA, used in electrical energy
transmission and distribution networks.

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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CLASSIFICATION
A cast resin transformer (CRT) is classiied on the
basis of the value of the characteristic no-load (Po)
and load (Pk) losses of the machine itself.
More precisely, P0 losses are independent of the
loads and remain constant for the whole time the
transformer is connected to the electrical mains.
Pk losses on the other hand only occur when a load is
connected to the transformer and vary quadratically
with the load itself.

NO-LOAD LOSSES
(PO)

LOAD LOSSES
(PK)

A0

Ak

A0

Bk

ECOCOMPATIBLE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OF NEW REGULATION 548/2014

PHASE 1 (FROM THE 1st JULY 2015)

PHASE 2 (FROM THE 1st JULY 2021)

Rated power
(kVA)

Maximum load losses
Pk (W)

Maximum no-load
losses Po (W)

Maximum load losses
Pk (W)

Maximum no-load
losses Po (W)

≤ 50

Bk (1700)

A0 (200)

Ak (1500)

A0 -10% (180)

100

Bk (2050)

A0 (280)

Ak (1800)

A0 -10% (252)

160

Bk (2900)

A0 (400)

Ak (2600)

A0 -10% (360)

250

Bk (3800)

A0 (520)

Ak (3400)

A0 -10% (448)

400

Bk (5500)

A0 (750)

Ak (4500)

A0 -10% (675)

630

Bk (7600)

A0 (1100)

Ak (7100)

A0 -10% (990)

800

Ak (8000)

A0 (1300)

Ak (8000)

A0 -10% (1170)

1000

Ak (9000)

A0 (1550)

Ak (9000)

A0 -10% (1395)

1250

Ak (11000)

A0 (1800)

Ak (11000)

A0 -10% (1620)

1600

Ak (13000)

A0 (2200)

Ak (13000)

A0 -10% (1980)

2000

Ak (16000)

A0 (2600)

Ak (16000)

A0 -10% (2340)

2500

Ak (19000)

A0 (3100)

Ak (19000)

A0 -10% (2790)

3150

Ak (22000)

A0 (3800)

Ak (22000)

A0 -10% (3420)

Requirements applicable (loss values) to medium-sized three-phase transformers with rated power ≤ 3150 kVA dry type, with one
winding with Um ≤ 24 kV and the other with Um ≤ 1.1 kV
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The purchase price of a transformer represents only a marginal part of the total cost of ownership
(TCO), while the operating cost (linked mainly to the losses) represents more than 80% of the total cost.
Purchasing a transformer designed according to ecocompatible rules means gaining both a cost and an
environmental advantage.

To summarise:

Total cost
of the CRT

=

Purchase cost
(20% effect)

+

Operating cost
(80% effect)

EXAMPLE OF A COST CALCULATION OBTAINED USING A HIGH-EFFICIENCY
GREEN TRANSFORMER

EUROPE

Class AA
transformer

Class A3A
(Tier 2)
Green T.HE

Purchase price

14,000 GBP

18,500 GBP

UK: 6%

Operating cost
(20 years)

50,971 GBP

37,923 GBP

Transformer lifetime: 20 years

TOTAL Cost

64,971 GBP

56,423 GBP

In this example, the extra 4,500 GBP required for the
purchase of the Green T.HE transformer is recovered in
less than six years, while the total saving for the 20-year
period will be approximately 8,500 GBP.

FINANCIAL
SAVING
8,548 GBP

Rated power (SR): 1000 kVA
Primary no-load voltage (V10): 11 kV
Secondary no-load voltage (V20): 417 V

SAVING IN TERMS OF
CO2 EMISSIONS
112 Ton CO2

Note: the cost saving has been calculated taking the electricity tariffs shown on the site as reference
EUROSTAT EU-28: cost of the electricity 0.1170 €/kWh. Equivalent 0.5778 kgCO2/kWh.(1)

Class N transformer
Old CRT with higher loss levels.
Green T.HE transformers
New transformers with low loss
levels, conforming to new regulation
548/2014.

(1) Figures are for illustrative purposes only

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Eficient energy distribution

High eficiency busbar
Busbar is the most eficient, adaptable
solution for distributing medium to large
power, supplying light ittings in warehouses,
ofices and any space where speed and
compactness of installation offers tangible
beneits. Busbar is also frequently used to
supply the backbone (horizontal and vertical)
of service-sector buildings favouring respect
of installation times and offering a inal
solution with many technical advantages.
Zucchini busbar is available in
three distinct current ranges
• Low Power 25A-63A
• Medium Power 63A-1000A
• High Power 630A-6300A
and can satisfy any installation requirement
from 25 A to 6300 A.

REFERENCE STANDARD
BS EN 61439-6
Low voltage switchgear and controlgear assemblies
Part 6: Busbar trunking systems (Busways) - came into force deinitively on 27th June 2015
This Standard gives the deinitions and establishes the operating conditions, manufacturing provisions,
technical features and check provisions for busbar systems with rated voltage not greater than
1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c., intended for use in the ield of the generation, transmission, distribution and
conversion of electricity, and the command and control of equipment using electricity.
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Eficient energy distribution

Power Quality
WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR GOOD ENERGY QUALITY?
Just for the industrial sector, the cost of poor energy quality in the EU-25 amounts to
150 billion GBP per year

A GOOD QUALITY OF ENERGY:
Increases the availability of power
■

■

Take care of needs arising from network blackouts and compensate for damaging voltage drops in
the industrial and service sectors
Optimise the sizing of your system

Reduces maintenance costs for your electrical system
■

■

Manage harmonics to avoid premature ageing of equipment and the destruction of sensitive
components
Reduce transformer noise and overheating

Improves the energy performance of the building
■

Optimise energy consumption reducing electricity bills, energy losses and CO2 emissions

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Examples of equipment/devices to be used in relation to phenomena on the
electricity network

OVERVOLTAGE
≥ ± 10%
VOLTAGE DROP
≥ ± 10%

INTERRUPTION

VOLTAGE

FLICKERS

NOISE
TRANSIENT OVERVOLTAGES

HARMONICS (1)

CURRENT

POWER FACTOR

IMBALANCES

(1) HARMONIC IMPACT
■

■
■
■
■
■

30

Premature ageing or destruction of capacitors
In the case of a network strongly contaminated by harmonics, the installation of a Self
Anti-Harmonics (SAH), supplied in series with the capacitor, is the only effective protection
Power factor reduction
Phenomenon of electrical resonance
Equipment overheating (motors, transformers)
Untimely triggering of the protection circuit breakers
Interference of electronic instruments (computer, PLC, etc.)

Eficient energy distribution
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Power factor
correction
An alternating current electrical system,
including loads such as transformers,
motors, luorescent tube ballasts or any
other load whose intensity is out of phase
with respect to the voltage, consumes
reactive energy. Energy suppliers can bill this
reactive energy (expressed in kilovar/hour
– kVArh) at the same rate as active energy.
Reactive power thus leads to a greater
consumption of power and an increased
electricity bill.

POWER FACTOR
By deinition the power factor of an electrical system (PF) is equal to the ratio of the active power
P (kW) ÷ apparent power S (kVA).
Active Power P (kW)

Power Factor =
(PF)

Apparent Power S (kVA)

A power factor of 1 does not consume any
reactive energy.
Energy meters record the consumptions
of active and reactive energy. Normally
electricity suppliers use the term tg φ in
their bill.

A good power factor is:
■
cos φ high (near 1)
■
or tg φ low (near 0)
Cos φ and tg φ are joined by the following
relation:
1
Cos φ =
1+ (tg φ)²

RELATIONS

POWER DIAGRAM
P

0

U

ø2
ø1

Q2

Q2 = Q1 - Qc
Qc = Q1 - Q2
Qc = P.tg φ 1 - P.tg φ 2

S2

Qc = P(tg φ 1 - tg φ 2)
S1

P: active power
S1 and S2: apparent powers
Qc: reactive power of the capacitor
Q1: reactive power without capacitor
Q2: reactive power with capacitor

Qc
Q1

φ1
phase displacement without
capacitor
φ2
phase displacement with capacitor

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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ADVANTAGES
By supplying reactive energy on demand, Alpes Technologies capacitor banks offer the user the
following advantages:

1) Increase of the power available
in the power transformers
EXAMPLE
For a 1000 kVA transformer with cos φ = 0.75
and a 750 kW installation: by improving
the cos φ to 0.96 an extra 210 kW (+28%) may
be gained.

Power factor level cos φ

2) Limitation of the energy losses
in the conductors due to the
Joule effect considering the reduction
of the power transported in the installation
(limitation of the voltage drops).
EXAMPLE
For a 1000 kVA transformer with cos φ = 0.75
and a 750 kW installation:
by improving the cos φ to 0.96 a current
reduction of about 22% is obtained.

Extra power available in the
transformer

0.8

+7%

3) Energy saving, whatever
the type of electricity supplier
contract

0.85

+13%

The installation of a capacitor bank means:

0.9

+20%

■

0.96

+28%

1

+33%

■

■

obtaining energy savings
avoiding any potential penalties applied
by the electricity supplier
reduction in electrical supply costs

OPERATING PRINCIPLE
Capacitor banks can improve the power factor of an electrical system, supplying it with part of the
reactive energy it consumes.
The capacitor is made up of two conducting parts (electrodes) separated by insulation. It has the ability,
when it is subjected to a sinusoidal voltage, to dephase its load, thus its power (reactive capacitive), by
90° forwards with respect to the voltage.
On the other hand, all other loads (motor, transformer, etc.) dephase their reactive component (load
or reactive inductive power) by 90° backwards with respect to the voltage. The vectorial composition of
these loads or reactive powers (inductive and capacitive) leads to a resulting load or reactive power less
than that existing before the installation of capacitors.
To simplify, the inductive loads (motor, transformer, etc...) consume reactive energy while the capacitors
(capacitative loads) produce reactive energy.

32

cos ϕ ≈ 0.7 (tg ϕ ≈ 1.02)

Active energy (kWh)
Reactive energy (kVArh)

Active energy (kWh)
Reactive energy (kVArh)

cos ϕ ≈ 1 (tg ϕ ≈ 0)

Active energy (kWh)

Active energy (kWh)

Saving

Saving

ELECTRICAL
MAINS

HV AND LV RANGES
Turnkey compensation cabinets

4

1
2

3

1 - Alpibloc ixed capacitor banks with incorporated circuit breaker (localised solution)
2 - Alpimatic automatic capacitor banks (centralised solution)
3 - Alpimatic automatic capacitor banks with self anti-harmonics (centralised solution with harmonics)
4 - High-voltage capacitor banks

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Eficient energy distribution

UPS – Uninterruptible
power supply

PROTECTION OF HIGH ENERGY EFFICIENCY SYSTEMS
UPS systems condition power and store energy for critical mission structures (data centres,
transmission centres and hospitals) and protect them against luctuations of voltage or frequency.
They also supply autonomy or a temporary power supply to deal with any blackouts.
A UPS requires energy to provide these functions. The eficiency of a UPS is measured as output power
divided by input power, where the UPS consumes part of this power (self-consumption).
The amount of energy consumed by the UPS represents the energy lost or ineficiency.
UPS ineficiency can cause losses of up to 20% of the incoming mains power: a signiicant value which
data centre operators, public utility companies and energy managers must always consider.
The ineficiency of the UPS, which is necessary to protect critical mission loads of even medium size,
can be quantiied in an annual waste of hundreds or even thousands of kilowatt hours.

THE ADVANTAGES OF LEGRAND UPS
By installing high eficiency static continuity units (UPS) you can considerably reduce
energy consumption with a consequent cost saving in the bill; a saving which increases
considerably in the case of industry, hospitals and other structures which have high and
constant energy consumption.
Legrand UPS, which have always featured high performance but low power
consumption (high energy eficiency), represent an excellent investment.
In particular, the modular three-phase range (Trimod HE and Archimod HE) which,
thanks to its high eficiency, allows you to obtain a considerable saving in life time costs.

34

L a  a

ww dates
back more than 20 years, when the irst
modular UPS was launched in 1993.
From then on the continuous irmware
development and the constant research
activity in the ield of power and control
hardware components mean that the
reliability and system quality of Legrand UPS
has improved continuously.
On-going research, coupled with modern
production methods, has allowed Legrand
to propose a cutting-edge product with
performance at the top of the market:
eficiency certiied up to 96% and unity power
factor.

kVA = kW
POWER
FACTOR

1

Trimod HE and Archimod HE, with high-yield
components and structures which optimise
space, are the ideal solution for advanced
energy management and cost containment.

MORE POWER
The unity power factor of the Trimod HE and
Archimod HE UPS guarantees maximum real
power; 11% more than competing products
with power factor 0.9 and 25% more than
products with power factor 0.8.

% eficiency

MORE EFFICIENCY

96%

Among the highest market
values which guarantee up
to 4% more eficiency with
respect to the minimum values required by
the European Code of Conduct.

% load
TRIMOD HE and ARCHIMOD HE
Code of Conduct (for 40 < 200 kVA UPS)
Code of Conduct (for 20 < 40 kVA UPS)

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Eficient energy
data centre

Cold corridor
page 37

Air conditioning
page 43

Metering with smart PDU
page 46
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Eficient energy data centre

Overview
Data centres consume a great deal of energy: 322 TWh in 2012, i.e. 1.8% of global energy consumption*.

ENERGY-INTENSIVE BUILDINGS
For example:
■

■

■

■

a typical data centre consumes 10 to
100 times more energy per m² than a
standard ofice building
the consumption of a 10,000 m² data
centre is the same as that of a town with
50,000 inhabitants
over 10 years, the operating cost
of a data centre is the same as its
installation cost
the electricity bill represents 10 to 15%
of the operating cost

AN INCREASINGLY LARGE
ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT
The ecological footprint of data centres is
constantly increasing: it is estimated that in
the next 10 years there will be 30 times more
data (90% of which will not be structured)
and signiicantly more servers.
At this rate, energy requirements could
double within ive years.
Reducing the carbon footprint (one of
the main concerns of stakeholders) and
improving the energy eficiency of data
centres is therefore vital in order to reduce
consumption and costs.

The building infrastructure currently
represents close to half of the total energy
consumption.

IT EQUIPMENT

52 %
BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE

48 %
Cooling
32 %
Peripherals
(lighting, CCTV,
heating generator)
6%
UPS, energy conversion
and PDU
10 %

* Source:
DatacenterDynamics

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Eficient energy data centre

Legrand’s response
OBJECTIVE: REDUCE THE PUE
The PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness) is an indicator for measuring the energy eficiency of a data
centre by working out the ratio of the total consumption of the data centre to that of the computer and
telecoms (IT) equipment. The Green Grid, an international consortium set up to improve the eficiency
of data centre resources, has deined several PUE levels:

■

LEVEL 0 PUE

This measurement compares the amount of
electricity entering the data centre with the amount
of power consumed by the IT equipment. The new
deinition speciies that the measurements must
be taken during consumption peaks, and behind
the UPS. Even if the measurements are increased
to regular intervals, an energy eficiency ratio
at maximum load is obtained, which is not very
representative of the activity of the company.

NOTE
The Green Grid and ISO/IEC are
proposing four additional indicators
to reine the assessment of the
ecological footprint of a data centre.
■

■
■

Basic PUE (level 1)

This measurement includes the level 0 requirements
and stipulates conversion of all measurements into
kilowatt-hour (kWh). It is more precise than level
0 because it also includes energy sources other
than mains electricity. PUE1 is calculated over a
12-month period.

■

■
■

Intermediate PUE (level 2)

This measurement includes the level 1
requirements. However, the IT consumption is
measured at the PDUs (Power Distribution Units).
A clear distinction is therefore made between the
infrastructure and the IT equipment and it is easier
to measure a pPUE (partial PUE).

■

For further information, go to
www.thegreengrid.org

Advanced PUE (level 3)

This measurement includes the level 2
requirements. It reines them by requiring the IT
consumption to be measured at device level.

THREE POSSIBLE ACTIONS TO
REDUCE THE PUE:
- optimising the cooling solutions
- reducing power losses
- making use of performance indicators
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Green Energy Coeficient (GEC):
this quantiies the proportion of
renewable energy consumed by
a data centre
Energy Reuse Factor (ERF):
this measures the amount of energy
used outside the data centre
Carbon Usage Effectiveness (CUE):
this extrapolates a greenhouse
gas emission volume based on the
electricity consumption of the
data centre
Water Usage Effectiveness (WUE):
this measures the amount of water
used in the data centre

A data centre with optimum eficiency
will be PUE1, whereas the average
global PUE of a data centre is between
1.8 and 1.89 (source: Uptime Institute
survey 2012). Reducing this is therefore
a priority in order to ensure that the
infrastructure provides ever-higher
performance.

1.8<

<1.89

AVERAGAE
GLOBAL
PUE
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Optimise the cooling
solution
Cooling systems are the main source of
consumption in a data centre.
To reduce energy consumption,
the consumption by the server cooling
systems must all be reduced.
This involves:
■
■

an optimised design of the white room
selecting the right cooling solutions

To select the most appropriate solutions, it
is necessary, irst of all, to know the class of
data centre concerned. These solutions will
then facilitate the implementation of a global
cooling system called free cooling.
In the context of a free cooling installation,
several Legrand cooling solutions for the
secondary circuit can be used to optimise the
air conditioning.

ISOLATION OF THE HOT AIR FROM
THE COLD AIR
Hot corridor/cold corridor solutions
These consist of separating hot and
cold corridors for easier, optimised air
distribution.
Cold corridor solutions
In addition to simply separating the air
lows by creating dedicated corridors, the
cold corridor enables the corridors to be
contained for optimised cooling.
The hot air and cold air are separated when
the room is designed, using roofs, panels and
doors (at the entrance and exit). This solution
effectively reduces the energy consumption
of the air conditioning units (visible reduction
via the air conditioning unit consumption
reports). The cold corridor provides an
average of 30% energy savings.

They comply with two major thermodynamic
principles:
■

■

Isolation of the hot air from the cold air
This enables optimum management
of air leaks and increases the cooling
capacity
Optimisation of the cold air circuit
Objective: minimise the air friction
losses

THE LEGRAND ADVANTAGE
Thanks to its worldwide network of
partners, Legrand supports you during
the decisive stages of your project:
■

selection of the right solutions
when deining the white room’s
design

■

sizing of the cooling solution
in relation to the power of the
servers

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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OPTIMISATION OF THE COLD AIR
CIRCUIT
Cooling the room

This is done using CRAC (Computer Room
Air Conditioning) units.
Traditionally, the cold air is sent into the false
loor at a slightly higher pressure and exits
via perforated tiles in the Cold Corridor. The
hot air is evacuated in the hot corridor and
reprocessed by the unit.
Principle of the room cooling system

©

Cold Corridor
AN AVERAGE OF 30% ENERGY SAVINGS

Free cooling

Standards

Free cooling consists of cooling a building
by ventilation using the free energy of
the external air or water when it is at a
temperature below the required internal
conditions. This system also reduces the
need to use cooling units, which leads to
a reduction in energy bills and improved
eficiency of the whole installation (PUE and
carbon footprint).

The class (A1 to A4) of a data centre, deined
by the ASHRAE standard, is assigned
according to the equipment in the data centre
and its speciic environmental features.

Free cooling includes overall management
solutions via the primary cooling circuit and
targeted management solutions in the white
room via the secondary cooling circuit.
Air

Piping

Ambient air

Equipment
(ASHRAE - 2011 Thermal Guidelines)
2011
classes

2008
classes

A1

1

A2

2

A3

NA

A4

NA

Applications

DATA
CENTRES

IT Equipment

Environmental
control

Enterprise servers,
storage products

Tightly
controlled

Volume servers,
storage products,
personal computers,
workstations

Some control

Class A1:
typically a data centre with tightly controlled
environmental parameters (dew point, temperature and
relative humidity) and mission critical operations.
Classes A2/A3/A4:
typically an information technology space or ofice
or laboratory environment with some control of
environmental parameters (dew point, temperature and
relative humidity).

Secondary cooling circuit

Primary cooling circuit

OPTIMISATION OF THE COLD AIR CIRCUIT (continued)
Row-based cooling solutions

These cooling solutions integrated in the corridor (in or between the cabinets) reduce the complexity of
the installation and provide cooling as close as possible to the server.
Particularly suitable for high density solutions or rooms without false loors, these solutions optimise
the air low so that it is as short as possible, which results in lower losses.

The H2O system

Commonly called a chilled water system,
it uses water for exchanging thermal energy
between the secondary system and the
primary outdoor system. When the system
is running outside, a water/glycol mixture
is used as a coolant to prevent freezing. The
system can be designed as a single loop
system avoiding an extra heat exchanger
and therefore maximizing the capability of
free cooling. The water infrastructure is
commonly managed as a circuit for a whole
room or is part of a complete building.

Example of H20
in Cold corridor

The Direct Expansion (DX) system

In this direct expansion system, the coolant
in the refrigerating machine circulates in
the exchangers in contact with the internal
air (evaporator) and the external air (air
condenser). This is a closed circuit in which
each indoor unit is associated with one
outdoor unit.

Example of DX
in closed loop
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Air conditioning
H20 installation diagram

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

IT Rack

H2O

Piping

Condensate drain

DX installation diagram

Outdoor unit
Indoor unit

IT Rack

DX

Piping
Electrical
cabling
(only DX)
Condensate drain
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Reduce power losses
The objective is to reduce power losses so as to increase the eficiency of the electrical infrastructure.
Power losses connected with energy conversion and UPS currently represent around 10% of the total
energy consumption of a data centre, where the cooling alone represents 32%.
Given the efforts made with regard to cooling, particularly through designs enabling the use of free
cooling, these power losses will account for a large part of the data centre’s energy bill.

In order to increase the eficiency of the electrical infrastructure, it is therefore necessary to look into
solutions that will reduce this percentage, in particular via the power supply and distribution systems.
Various products, providing high performance installations, improve the quality of the energy and limit
power losses, thus reducing the environmental footprint:

■

Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)

These enable the power demand to
be as close as possible to the actual
requirements.
■

Green T.HE HV/LV transformers

(Green Transformer High Eficiency)
These high eficiency transformers
ensure effective energy eficiency.
■

PROJECTION OF LOSSES BY IMPROVING THE PUE
(POWER USAGE EFFECTIVENESS)

UPSs, energy
conversion and PDUs
20.8 %
Devices
(lighting, CCTV,
heating
generator set)

Capacitor banks

12.5 %

These optimise the reactive power
and reduce the apparent power of the
installation.

Cooling

PUE
1.92

66.7 %

UPSs, energy
conversion and PDUs
39 %
Devices
(lighting, CCTV,
heating
generator set)
28 %

Cooling
33 %
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PUE
1.30

Standards
Various normative documents and certiications guarantee the quality of the supply and distribution
systems, thus limiting power losses.

■

Standard EN 62040 and European Code of

Standard EN 50588-1

Conduct on the eficiency and quality of UPS

It deines much lower levels of no-load/on
load transformer losses and is easier
to read:

For Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
systems.

It also establishes noise limits to ensure a
level of comfort and limit all disturbance
inside the building.
■

Standards IEC 60831-1 and 60831-2

These standards establish the electrical
features and the mechanical impact
tests for the capacitors.
■

Standards IEC CEI 61439-1 and IEC CEI
61439-2

For low-voltage switchgear and control
gear assemblies.

No-Load Losses

On Load Losses

According to EN 50588-1

According to EN 50588-1

Po

Pk

AO

AO

Ak

Ak

BO
CO
Losses that are
still present when
the transformer is
connected to the net
(8760 hours per year)
and are independent of
the charge

Bk
Losses that are
quadratic with
the charge (Pk I2)

NOTE
The reduction of power losses must be considered on a daily basis, via careful management of the energy
requirements. Those responsible for operating a data centre must therefore pay attention to the low and quality of
the incoming energy, in order to adapt the power demand to the actual requirements of the data centre and ensure
optimum use of the power received.
As the various power devices operate eficiently at low load conditions (a transformer used at 10% of its capacity is
three times less eficient than at 60% of its capacity, likewise for inverters and air conditioning units), their energy
management will be optimised and power losses limited.
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Basic vs. Intelligent PDUs
MAJOR CHALLENGES NEARLY ALL DATA CENTRES NOW FACE
The single most important objective of the data centre is to ensure business continuity. The rack PDU
helps to do this by delivering stable, reliable power to all devices – servers, storage and networking
equipment – plugged into it. However, some of the other major challenges faced by data centres must
be considered.
■
■
■
■
■
■

Power capacity management and provisioning
Energy management
Environment management
Physical and network security
Computing capacity demand
Asset and change management

MANAGING DATA CENTRE ENVIRONMENTS
Intelligent PDUs power plug-and-play environmental sensors that help data centres make better use of
cooling resources.
■

Environmental monitoring sensors for
temperature, humidity, airlow and air
pressure, give you the conidence to
raise ambient temperatures and adjust
fan speeds in CRAHs and CRACs.

■

Sensors allow you to optimise your
data centre ecosystem to ensure that
you are meeting guidelines and set
points, reducing operational costs, and
improving your PUE.

■

Sensor data viewed from DCIM
Monitoring Software allows you to
see temperature in real-time across
an entire data centre or several data
centres.

■

Environmental sensor data can also
help you to discover and reclaim unused
data centre capacity and defer capital
investments in equipment and facilities.

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Environmental sensor
MONITOR YOUR DATA CENTRE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SOLUTIONS
Raritan environmental solutions feature
sensors for monitoring temperature,
humidity, airlow, air pressure, water/leaks,
contact closures, motion around a cabinet
and vibration. Environment data is instantly
sent to Power IQ® DCIM monitoring software
to provide a complete picture of data centre
conditions at the rack, aisle and facility level
while alerting operators to risks or potential
threats in real-time and revealing trends
over time.

The sensors are deployed as plug-and-play options for the PX intelligent rack PDU series, EMX
rack controllers, PX inline meters, rack transfer switches and branch circuit monitors. Raritan’s
environmental sensors make it easy to identify hot spots, cool equipment, prevent downtime and
maintain facility security.

WHY ARE ENVIRONMENT SENSORS USED IN ALL
MODERN DATA CENTRES?
Environmental sensors are an easy to install,
cost-effective way to reduce energy costs,
improve reliability and increase capacity
for future data centre growth. By using
environmental sensors you can optimise
your data centre ecosystem to ensure that
you are meeting equipment guidelines,
reducing operational costs, deferring capital
investments, and improving your PUE.
The major energy savings have already
been made by increasing server inlet
temperatures from 18°C to 25°C.
This has resulted in a dramatic reduction
in PUE, the consequence of this action is a
higher risk environment within the whole
space which can be mitigated through
granular monitoring and alarming of
environmental factors.
48

SENSORS IN YOUR DATA CENTRE

Vibration
The DX-VBR detects vibrations, such
as from earthquakes or damaged
fans, along three axes (x, y, z).

Rack inlet temperature and humidity
The DPX2-T3H1 strings together 3 sensor
heads, making it easy to mount them at
the bottom, middle, and top of the cool air
inlet side as per ASHRAE1 guidelines.

Temperature
The DPX3-T1H1 can be placed at the front
or rear of the rack to monitor cool air
entering and/or hot air being expelled,
and ensure proper containment.2

Airlow
The DPX-AF1 can meter
airlow in plenum space such
as under a raised loor,
or just above
the perforated tiles.

Data Centre
Containment
Curtain
Webcam

Proximity
The DX-PIR detects motion
around a cabinet.

Differential air pressure
The DPX-T1DP1 meters differential
air pressure above and below a
raised loor, or between hot aisles
and cold aisles to prevent thermal
leaks.

Water/leak
The DPX-WSF-KIT, DPX-WSC-35-KIT, and
DPX-WSC-70-KIT sensors monitor leaks on
the loor, around an area, on liquid cooled
racks, and can detect condensation.

Mini temperature
The DPX-T1-MINI is a single
temperature sensor designed to
plug directly into a PX intelligent
rack PDU’s RJ-12 port.
Contact closure
The DPX-CC2-TR dual contact closure is used with third-party sensors
such as smoke detectors, magnetic door locks, or to trigger webcams
whenever a cabinet door is opened. DX-PD2C5 has active dry contacts
with 12 V power to support door locks and contact closures for third-party
sensors.

1 : The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) recommends measuring the cool air entering IT equipment near the bottom, in the
middle, and near the top of each IT rack.
2 : Additional temperature and humidity sensor options are available.

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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®

PX intelligent rack PDUs
RACK POWER DISTRIBUTION UNITS FOR YOUR DATA CENTRE
Raritan’s PX intelligent rack PDU series offers more than just power distribution - it’s a launch pad for
real-time remote power monitoring, environmental sensors, data centre infrastructure management
and so much more.
The PX series offers hundreds of models to power all your data centre applications, including models
with outlet switching, individual outlet metering, high power for blade servers and high density
applications, and 400 V three-phase power distribution.
Raritan offers a variety of intelligent rack power distribution models that satisfy all of your metering
requirements, or can engineer PDUs to meet your unique application.

INDUSTRY LEADING INNOVATION
Soaring energy prices, greater competition in the marketplace and global concerns over climate
change are forcing companies to reconsider how they utilise power in the most valuable and energy
intensive resource they own – the data centre. It is why data centres are now so focused on cutting
operational costs by improving eficiencies and making optimal use of energy, space and cooling.

■

DCIM MONITORING

Power IQ DCIM monitoring software
automatically gathers power, energy and
environmental data from your intelligent
PDUs and connected devices to help
maintain uptime, improve capacity
planning and support energy eficiency
initiatives. With Raritan’s intelligent rack
concept you have one-click access to rack
power, cooling, airlow, events and much
more. Data centre health maps, power
analytics, cooling charts and reports alert
you to potential trouble and help you to
understand real-time power load, trends
and capacity at the data centre, room,
rack or customer level. DCIM puts the
most powerful information you need to
manage your data centre effectively,
right at your ingertips.
®
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■

KWH METERING ACCURANCY

Accurate kWh metering allows you to
measure actual energy usage for accurate
customer or department charge-back billing.
The data can be used to encourage energy
eficient behaviour among users, establish
power consumption baselines and analyse
the effect of eficiency initiatives.

FOR DENSE, HIGH POWER RACKS
Whether you operate a large, medium or small data centre, it may be time for you to consider
deploying high power to at least some of your racks. Good candidates are racks that will be packed
with 1U servers, network switches, blade servers, network storage devices and other high density
applications. Consider how Raritan’s three phase, high voltage rack PDUs can increase energy savings
and increase capacity:

55 kW
■

400 V THREE-PHASE MODELS

We offer a broad range of 400 V
three-phase high power models that
support up to 55 kW per rack PDU.
Running higher voltages at lower currents
means smaller and fewer cables, which
use less copper, weigh less, occupy less
space and cost less.

Endorser of the EU Code of Conduct on Data Centre Energy Eficiency
Formulated by the EU’s Joint Research Centre, the Code is a measured response to the
energy challenges the EU faces. Its aim is to encourage companies with data centres to
reduce energy consumption while ensuring business objectives continue to be met.
As an endorser, Raritan has pledged to implement the Code’s ethos through devising
products and services that help organisations to bring their data centres into line with its
best practice recommendations.
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Active energy
management

Energy management:
measure, report status,
command and display
data on site or remotely
page 53

Measure of the
energy integrated to
power devices or with
measuring central units

Lighting management
distribution and
lighting controls
page 56

HVAC control
page 69

page 54

Time switches
page 71
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Measure, report status
and command
MEASURE, REPORT STATUS AND COMMAND
The Legrand measurement and supervision system has been developed with the aim of managing
energy consumption inside the building, guaranteeing reliability and continuity of service, for maximum
system eficiency.

SUPERVISION
Supervision is a computerised control and monitoring technique for processes.
In the measurement ield, it is used as an umbrella term for all the aforementioned functions (display,
monitor, control, set parameters, program).
Supervision concerns acquisition of data (measurements, alarms, status feedback, etc.) and process
control (circuit breaker remote control, etc.). A supervision system helps control and optimise energy
consumption at any time on the whole of the electrical network. It monitors all the equipment with
respect to safety, control, speed of intervention and continuity of service.
Data retrieved concerning the equipment operating status, distributed power measurements and
consumption can be exploited in order to set up a technical energy management solution.

The Legrand MEASUREMENT and SUPERVISION system allows you to
display all the electrical system parameters simply and immediately.
AN INTUITIVE DISPLAY, ACCESSIBLE TO ALL
Legrand meets its customers' needs with a graphic interface which is easy and understandable even
for unqualiied people.
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APPLICATION SECTORS
■

WELCOMING ESTABLISHMENTS:
hotels, holiday resorts

■

WORKING ESTABLISHMENTS:
banks, ofices, schools

■

LOGISTIC ESTABLISHMENTS:
warehouses

■

INFRASTRUCTURE AND
PRODUCTION ESTABLISHMENTS:
hospitals, ofice buildings

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Energy supervision
devices
TRADITIONAL
■
■

Counters
Measurement
units

Knowing the consumption
is the irst step of
energy eficiency.
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Traditional measurement
instruments

ENERGY METERS
They measure the electricity consumed in
one-phase or three-phase circuits.
The main features are:
■
measurement of active and
reactive energy;
■
RS485 communicating devices;
■
devices with impulse output;
■
MID homologation and certification
corresponding to standard CEI EN
62053-21/23, CEI 61010-1.

MULTIFUNCTION MEASUREMENT
UNITS
For the measurement of:
currents, voltages, active, reactive and
apparent power, inside temperature and
power factor.
The main features are:
■
solutions for Din35 rail and 96 x 96 mm
panel;
■
RS485 communicating devices;
■
Wide range of measured parameters;
■
compliance with regulations IEC
61557-12 and IEC 62053 -22/23;
■
they can be fitted with accessories
such as memory, temperature and
communication modules;
■
clear graphic interface.

IME marked products
The Legrand Group can also offer IME products for measurement instruments. IME specialises in
display and measurement instruments and is among the largest European companies in the sector.
The main products which allow you to increase energy eficiency are pictured below.

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Buscom trunking... a unique
power and comms backbone
Buscom is at the heart of Electrak’s lighting control
solutions... distributing both power and communications
within a single busbar trunking system, it provides a lexible
and simple alternative to traditional wiring or prefabricated
cable systems.

ENERGY SAVING
As with all Electrak solutions,
Buscom is a modular system designed
to be quick and simple to install,
reducing man hours and energy usage on site.

THE HEART OF YOUR LIGHTING
CONTROL SYSTEM
Installing a matrix of Buscom trunking in
the ceiling void creates an accessible power
and communications backbone throughout
a building. The backbone can be tapped into
at any point to facilitate instant connection to
power and control circuits.
Buscom incorporates a shielded twisted
pair communications bus inside each length
and tap-off, and is suitable for use with any
lighting control protocol, including: KNX,
LonWorks and DALI.
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MODULAR. FLEXIBLE. SIMPLE.
Trunking lengths simply push it together,
saving time and money on installation. With
cable terminations only required for power
and control circuits in the feed unit, Buscom
delivers a plug and play solution that allows
for future lighting layout changes to be made
quickly and eficiently, whilst drastically
reducing the potential points of failure in
comparison with traditional wiring methods.
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Buscom, seamless
integration with your
technology of choice
The Buscom system operates over a KNX backbone. This enables all control devices connected to the
system to communicate with each other, and facilitates seamless interoperability with any KNX certiied
product.

KNX PROTOCOL SYSTEMS
KNX is the worldwide standard for all applications in home and building control, ranging from lighting
and shutter control to security, HVAC, metering and energy management. With close to 300 members
and approximately 7000 certiied product ranges, the KNX Association holds partnership agreements
with over 30,000 installer companies in over 100 countries.
All products bearing the KNX logo are certiied in order to guarantee system compatibility, interworking
and interoperability and are commissioned via a single, manufacturer independent design and
commissioning tool.

KNX is approved as:

 European Standard (CENELEC
EN 50090 and CEN EN 13321-1)
• International Standard
(ISO/IEC 14543-3)

ENERGY SAVING
Lighting accounts
for up to 40% of a commercial
building’s electricity use.
(Lighting Industry Federation)

Lighting controls can provide energy
savings of 30% to 55%.

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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LB PLUS DATA
for DALI distribution in
industrial environments
LB PLUS DATA BUSBAR
FOR INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
MANAGEMENT
The management of artiicial light is an
essential element to ensure both better
eficiency and energy savings. It is with
these two objectives in mind that LB Plus
Data was conceived.
LB Plus Data is a lighting busbar system with an internal BUS that can be used for the management of
DALI or 1-10V protocol based lighting.
LB Plus is a range of busbars for lighting from 25 to 63 A. It is extremely lexible, with 10, 16 and 25 A
tap-off plugs, to cater for any development. The LB Plus Data version has a BUS inside which makes
the busbar the ideal solution for DALI lighting management.

The savings achievable with LB PLUS DATA
■

Lighting design:
3 areas with 18 luminaires in each,
fed from a standard lighting busbar.
Each luminaire is made up of 2 x 58 W
luorescent tubes.
Total installed power: 6.3 KW.

■

Original installation:
Working days per year: 240
Operating hours per day: 16 (in 2 shifts).
All lights fully on:
- for 8 hours per day (20 days per month,
for 5 months of the year)
- for 16 hours per day (20 days per
month, for 7 months of the year).

■
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The new DALI installation:
Standard lighting busbar upgraded to
LB Plus Data and DALI control
introduced. The area is split into 3
separate zones.

Each zone is controlled by motion
sensors with dimming levels
automatically adjusted, depending upon
the contribution of natural daylight
(daylight linking).

RESULTING ENERGY SAVINGS
■

■

■

The loading area is only lit when used,
which is for 4 hours per day (2 loading
operations taking 2 hours each)
The galvanic processing area is fully
automated and requires no operators;
this area is usually only lit for 4 hours
per day (during the loading operation)
The unloading area is only lit when used,
which is used for 2 hours per day
(4 unloading operations taking 2 an
hour each).
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Lighting controls
COMBINES ENERGY EFFICIENCY, COMFORT AND OPERATING FLEXIBILITY
Did you know that lighting ranks third in the power consumption of a building? However, thanks to
optimised management, you can now save up to 60% energy.
Make the best use of daylight, adopt the appropriate solutions for each room and optimise the comfort
of people and management lexibility; these are the challenges to be faced in the construction and
management of modern buildings.
For each project there are speciic lighting management solutions: through concrete examples one can
ind the most suitable solution, to improve energy eficiency and optimise comfort.

SAVINGS

60%

according to EN 15193

Our vision at Legrand is to provide products and services that
make buildings more energy eficient.
We are committed to putting a stop to energy waste.
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Controlling any light source,
any building, any space
ENERGY IS A LIMITED RESOURCE
Around 20% of the world’s electricity is used
for lighting. Much of it is wasted. Unoccupied
ofices, factories and public spaces often
remain brightly lit, squandering money and
energy. It is bad for the bottom line – and the
environment. Yet there is a solution.

INNOVATION AND QUALITY
With our commitment to innovation, we hold
a number of patents. We have a relentless
focus on quality and reliability.

ANY LIGHT SOURCE, ANY
BUILDING, ANY SPACE
From a sports stadium to a CEO’s boardroom
– we work with both private companies and
public sector organisations. Our UK-based
production team works to high quality
standards, using advanced production
techniques. We are so conident of our
quality and testing regime that we offer a
ive-year warranty across the CP Electronics
range. Our products are backed by dedicated
sales, aftersales and technical support
teams: on site, on the phone and online.
The 2015 Paris Agreement encouraged
leaders to focus on climate change, but the
reality is that wasting energy costs us all.
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Standalone detectors
A presence detector monitors the detection zone for occupancy; if a person is sensed then the detector
will automatically turn the lighting on. When the area is vacated, the lighting will turn off after a preset
time delay. Most of our PIR sensors and microwave sensors have a built in light level (lux) sensor which
will keep the lighting off if there is enough natural light available.
Controlling lighting with a presence detector can save up to 60% of lighting energy costs dependent on
occupancy behaviour and the amount of natural light available.

PIR presence detectors
COMPACT (PIR) PASSIVE INFRARED PRESENCE DETECTORS,
CEILING MOUNTING
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Switching, DALI and adjustment 0-10 V (analogue)
Presence detection
Switching with light level sensor
Attenuation-adjustment function
Scenario setting and reset
Constant brightness
Control up to 20 ballasts

2.8 m

7m

High Sensitivity Low

Microwave
presence detectors
MICROWAVE PRESENCE DETECTOR WITH
ADJUSTABLE HEAD
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

ON/OFF, DALI and 0-10 V versions
Adjustable detection head
Absence detection switching
Adjustable detection sensitivity
Programmable with IR remote control
Integral relay to reduce parasitic power supply
Photocell for brightness adjustment

2.6 m
6m
30 m

High Sensitivity Low
4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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AN10® Wireless lighting control

Ballast controller
■ DALI/DSI or 1–10 V ballast attenuation or
switching control.
■ Available for complete circuits or for
integration in lighting devices

Input unit with changeover switch
■ Up to seven inputs without voltage to be used
with switching/standard or customised push
button cards.
■ Simple preset coniguration setting to select a
typical scenario and up/down operation.
Advanced coniguration functions for the
master cancellation selection, etc.
■ Power supply: long-life internal battery or
external 12 V supply

Professional switching-on remote control
■ Easy programming; recording, saving and
resetting with macro.
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An-10 wireless technology allows you to install a fully featured
lighting control system easily and with minimal disruption.
An-10 has been speciically created to allow you to embrace
the advantages of wireless technology while at the same time
offering all of the features and functionality demanded by
modern day lighting control systems.

PIR and microwave presence detectors
■ The An-10 presence and brightness detectors
can also be used to control multiple outputs in
other detectors, such as the An-10 controller
ballast and the Vitesse Modular modules using
a wireless system.

Vitesse Modular™
switching modules
■ An-10 receiver to control
the Vitesse Modular lighting connection
system.
■ Simple connection design, available in
switching and attenuation versions.
■ The system can be adapted easily depending
on the changes of design and expansion.

RAPID - An-10 Gateway
■ A l l ows integration between the An-10 control
system and RAPID
(Addressable Control system).

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Rapid - fully addressable
lighting control system
Attenuation / switching devices
Switched, DSI / DALI or analogue transmission
Switched module, DALI / DSI
transmission or 8 analogue
channel connection with
module from 2 to 4 outputs

Modules switched,
DALI / DSI transmission
or with DIN rail with
5 analogue channels

DALI / DSI transmission
module connection
to 3 switching channels

1

Contact
without
voltage for
fan coil, etc.

2

DIN rail module
with only one
switched channel

4

3

Contact
without
voltage for
fan coil, etc.

Contact
without
voltage for
fan coil, etc.

Area controller modules
Q

Network to other loors
Area controller

Scenario card

User remote
control

Changeover
switch
interface

User interfaces

-10
Wireless An-10
connection port
module
Area controller
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9
8

Area controller

RS232

RAPID is a totally addressable solution, which can
connect to the upper network and associate a state-ofthe-art technology to a modular design.

Combined with patented energy detection technology,
RAPID is the complete lighting control solution.

It also has an easy to use graphic interface. It makes
the most demanding lighting control and energy
management applications possible, without the costs
and complexity of other systems.

Addressable DALI
Switched module with
DIN DALI, LCM LMS rail

DALI switched and
connectable module

Compact module,
switched or in line, for
DALI / DSI transmission

6

5

Up to 64 total addresses

Addressable, in line
and compact module

Contact
without
voltage for
fan coil, etc.

Up to 64 total addresses

7

Up to 30 total addresses

W
Mini PIR

PIR

Mini PIR

Microwave

PIR

Presence detectors

E
User
reports

Connection port
for open systems

Energy detection and
emergency monitoring

Energy detection and
emergency monitoring

R

BACNET
Remote monitoring
(support/maintenance outside the systems)

Ratio creation and monitoring options
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1 / EBR-LCM10-10DD
RAPID Lighting control module

Pluggable DALIG64 Lighting control module

■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■

Expandable from 8 to 12 outputs
Reduced installation cost for CatA
Reduced expansion cost at CatB stage
Mixed dimming and volt-free output options
Energy measurement

Up to 64 DALI addresses
11 ELV switch inputs
IR handset and PC programmable
Switching relay, ELT relay, volt-free output
Compatible with DALI emergency monitoring

2 / EBR-LCM3-1DD-B

6 / EBR-DIN-DALIG64

3+1 channel LCM

Hardwired DALIG64 Module

■

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Three addressable individually dimmable
outputs
Additional switched output to control
non-dimming devices
Switching relay, ELT relay, volt-free output
11 SELV switch inputs
DALI / DSI Broadcast

3 / EBR-DIN-LCM5-5

Up to 64 DALI addresses
8 ELV switch inputs
3 volt-free relay outputs
Compatible with DALI emergency monitoring

7 / EBR-MOD-DALIG

5 Channel hard wired lighting control module

Compact in-line DALI gateway module

■
■
■
■

■
■

Individual addressing of outputs
Adjustable off delays and group delays
Adjustable start up lighting levels
Scenario control for each channel

4 / Single Channel Module available
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5 / EBR-LCM-DALIG64-B

■
■
■

10 individually addressable channels
Control and fault feedback indication per
channel
Auto re-addressing of failed ballasts
Power for up to 4 peripherals (PIR, switch)
Compatible with DALI emergency monitoring

8 / AR-DN-RS232

W / Presence detection

RS232 Module

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

2-way gateway to third party system
Communication interface for AV systems
Communication via third party system protocol
IR or PC programmable (dongle required)

Passive Infrared (PIR)
Microwave
Mini PIR
DALI addressable PIRs

9 / Area controller

E / EBR-CFE

■
■
■
■

Front end PC

■

3 RAPID bus networks
Ethernet port – TCP/IP connectivity
Time scheduled events
Numerical keypad, with pass lock and 3 access
levels
Modular enclosure options available

■
■
■
■

Reconigure and/or monitor the status of
control devices
Reconigure lighting groups via PC
Emergency monitoring – lamp error feedback
Energy measurement

Q / EBR-4SC

R / Energy measurement

■
■

■
■
■

■
■
■

Up to 8 scenarios, plus a separate off scenario
Adjustable fade rates up to 99 minutes per
scenario
Support for 99 individual circuits
Up/down override
Room divide input suitable for up to 3
interconnecting rooms

■
■
■

Actual energy usage data
For lighting measurement
Measurement grouping – lighting, LCM, area,
loor
Real-time reporting
Web based reporting
Off-line reporting

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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LCM lighting control
system
MAIN FEATURES:

The simple preset settings allow you to
conigure and reconigure the spaces quickly
and easily. Vitesse PlusTM is a seven-channel
lighting control system with a difference:
it has an integrated preset settings menu
which makes coniguration and maintenance
easier. It offers an independent solution,
ideal for a wide variety of applications.

■
■
■
■
■
■

12 outputs
7 channels
Level attenuation
4 x RJ 45 inputs
Scenario adjustment
SELV switching inputs

SERVICE SECTOR

SALE TO RETAIL

EDUCATION

Perfect independent system
solution for small and mediumsized spaces.

Vitesse Plus is an adaptive
and intuitive system, ideal for
commercial sites. It offers total
coniguration lexibility

The gradual adjustment and the
setting of scenarios make the
Vitesse Plus solution perfect in
education areas.

Coniguration lexibility

Detector connector
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Connectors for 12 ranges of lighting devices

→

Active energy management

HVAC control
ZONE TEMPERATURE CONTROL: WHAT IS IT AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
A modern building must have an eficient heating and air conditioning system, which guarantees energy
saving, while maintaining comfort for the occupants at the same time.
The Legrand zone temperature control system is a fundamental element which allows energy savings
of up to 30%. By dividing the building into separately controlled zones you can:
■
manage the comfort temperature only when people are present
■
manage the artiicial heating or cooling only when it is really necessary, as a function of the
contribution of direct sunlight.
For example, in the cold season rooms exposed to direct sunlight require less energy for heating than
those not exposed to the sun.

Up to

30%

The cost decreases
By installing multi-zone systems you can obtain cost savings of up to
30% with respect to traditional systems with a single thermostat.

energy saving

High energy eficiency
+

A
A

The building value
increases

B
C

Zone temperature-control
systems improve the energy
classiication of buildings,
increasing their commercial
value.

D
E
F
G

Low energy eficiency
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THE ADVANTAGES
■

Differentiate

■

the temperature in relation to the room
(bedroom, living room, ofice) and thus
obtain ‘ideal’ comfort on the basis of
your needs and at the times you want.

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

■

Improve
the energy classiication of the buildings.

■

Heat
and cool exactly where and when needed
avoiding waste and making maximum
use of the sun's natural contribution.

■

Consequently reduce

■

Modify
all the set parameters as and when you
want in a few moments with maximum
simplicity and from just one point (the
central unit).

the energy consumption up to 30% with
respect to single-zone systems.

Without zone temperature control

With zone temperature control

The heating is working throughout the house and the
rooms exposed to the sun are much hotter than the
others.

The heating is working throughout the house and the
temperatures are regulated on the basis of real needs
and direct sunlight.

22°C

20°C

20°C

19°C

23°C
19°C
19°C
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19°C

Active energy management

Time switches

Time switches allow you to activate the loads only on certain days and times preestablished and
programmed by the user. This also allows a reduction of electrical consumption and a cost saving.

AlphaRex³ time switches allow even simpler management
with their optimised resolution display and have the
following features:
■
Standard key for a simple and quick data transfer on
other circuit breakers or for backup.
■
The technology of the time switches of the AlphaRex³
series guarantees exceptional performance, ideal for
daily use.
■
The ease of programming allows you to obtain
maximum time precision.

Zero-crossing switching
protects the contacts,
extending the device's life and
reduces costs and
power consumption.

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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5
Application examples
■ Residential sector
■ Service sector

5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
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Residential sector

Management of
temperature in a home
NEED
Making a temperature control system (heating and cooling) which allows users to manage and adjust
different temperatures in different zones of the home (apartment, small home, large home, ...)

SOLUTION/PROJECT
Thanks to the zone temperature control system, and dividing the building
into separately-controlled zones, you can: manage the comfort temperature
only when people are present and manage the artiicial heating or cooling
only when it is really necessary, depending on the contribution of direct
sunlight.
For example, in the cold season rooms exposed to direct sunlight require
less energy for heating than those not exposed to the sun.

74

System with central unit up to 4 zones
The 4-zone central unit is the ideal
solution for making systems in:
■

apartments

■

large and small houses, even on
several loors

■

small shops and ofices

With the temperature control system you
can build systems with up to 99 zones.

1st zone

2nd zone

3rd

zone

Central unit with sensor
1st sensor

2nd sensor

4th

zone

3rd sensor

Electric panel
or junction box
BUS
to other devices

E49 power supply

4 relay actuator

BUS cable

230 Vac

ADVANTAGES / BENEFITS
With zone temperature control the heating or cooling is active in the whole house and the temperatures
are adjusted on the basis of real needs and direct sunlight.
■

Cost saving
by installing multi-zone systems you can
obtain cost savings of up to 30% with
respect to traditional systems with a
single thermostat.

■

Improve
the energy classiication of the buildings.

■

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

Heat and cool
exactly where and when needed,
avoiding waste and making maximum
use of the sun's natural contribution.

■

■

Differentiate
the temperature in relation to the room
(bedroom, living room, ofice) and thus
obtain ‘ideal’ comfort on the basis of
your needs and at the times you want.

Up to

30%

Reduction in the
emission of

1.461kg CO2

energy saving

Calculation made on a 100 m2 home.
Italian conversion factor used: 0.406 kg CO2 / kWh.
Calculation performed on an annual basis.
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Service sector

Management of
temperature in ofices
NEED
Making a temperature control system (heating and cooling) which allows management and adjustment
to temperatures independently in different ofices or areas of the building.

SOLUTION / PROJECT
Thanks to the ‘zone temperature control’ system and dividing the building
into separately controlled zones, you can: manage the comfort temperature
only when people are present, and manage the artiicial heating or cooling
only when it is really necessary, depending on the contribution of direct
sunlight.
For example, in the cold season ofices exposed to direct sunlight require
less energy for heating than those not exposed to the sun.
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System with central unit up to 99 zones
The 99-zone central unit is the ideal solution for
making systems in:
■

99-zone central unit

99th zone

1st sensor

99th sensor

residential contexts in large houses, apartment
buildings and large buildings

■

1st zone

the service sector in ofices, shops, shopping
centres and large bank

The 99-zone central unit can
be controlled and managed
remotely via Internet by means
of the Legrand MyHOME
web portal.

Power supply
BUS

to control
devices

Actuator

Actuator

230 Vac

ADVANTAGES / BENEFITS
With zone temperature control the heating or cooling is active in the whole building and the
temperatures are adjusted on the basis of real needs and direct sunlight.
■

Cost saving
by installing multi-zone systems you can
obtain cost savings of up to 30% with
respect to traditional systems with a
single thermostat.

■

Improve
the energy classiication of the buildings.

■

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

Heat and cool
exactly where and when needed avoiding
waste and making maximum use of the
sun's natural contribution.

■

■

Differentiate
the temperature in relation to the room
(boardroom, ofice) and thus obtain
‘ideal’ comfort on the basis of your
needs and at the times you want.

Up to

30%

Reduction in the
emission of

75.760kg CO2

energy saving

Calculation performed on a 3,000 m2 building for
ofice use.
Italian conversion factor used: 0.406 kg CO2 / kWh.
Calculation performed on an annual basis.
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Service sector

Typical hotel guest
room – KNX solution
NEED
In a hotel room there is the need to manage everything when the customer is present:
lighting, sockets, HVAC.
When the customer enters the room the entrance lights are automatically turned ON and
when they put the key card into the holder the HVAC and the sockets are also enabled. The
customer is able to manage everything through the different central units, choosing the
conditions they prefer according to their mood or needs.

other rooms
Hotel Network IP

4

5

6

Switch

KNX/IP
gateway
with router

Arteor 1 way
push button,
white

Arteor RFID
key card switch,
white

Arteor German
standard socket,
green

Backbone
TRADITIONAL CABLING

BUS/KNX
Switch

KNX 640 mA
Power supply

MONITORING
ROOM

BMS
PMS
PC
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OPC
Server

KNX Multi-application
controller

7

2

Bathroom alarm push button:
sends the alarm information
to the multi-application
controller which sends on this
information to the supervisor
and enables an alarm scenario
in the room

Key card switch: sends
presence information to the
multi-application controller
activating the welcome
scenarios, enabling sockets,
etc.

4

KNX multi-application
controller: manages
the majority of the
room functions

7

KNX FCU
controller

8

5
1

3

6 Sockets: are

2
KNX Arteor wiring
device PIR sensor:
detects presence
at the entrance and
turns ON the lights

KNX Arteor thermostat:
manages the temperature
in the room

6
KNX Arteor customised
glass plate with 4 buttons.
It manages the different
scenarios:
reading, sleeping, etc.

managed
by the multiapplication
controller when
presence is
communicated
via the key card
holder

6

1

KNX Arteor
PIR wiring
device sensor

2

KNX Arteor
4 push button
glass plate, white

3

KNX Arteor
temperature
control panel

8

other KNX devices
in the room

KNX FCU
controller
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Service sector

KNX solution

ADVANTAGES / BENEFITS
With zone temperature control the heating or cooling is active in the whole building and the
temperatures are adjusted on the basis of real needs and direct sunlight.
■

Cost saving
by installing multi-zone systems you can
obtain cost savings of up to 30% with
respect to traditional systems with a
single thermostat.

■

ECO function
the ECO function switches off the
heating or cooling when a window
is open.

■

Heat and cool
exactly where and when needed avoiding
waste and making maximum use of the
sun's natural contribution.
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■

Improve
the energy classiication of the buildings.

■

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

Up to

47.7%

Reduction in the
emission of

82.530kg CO2

energy saving

Calculation performed for an 80 room hotel.
Italian conversion factor used: 0.406 kg CO2 / kWh.
Calculation performed on an annual basis.
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Toilet facilities –
management of lighting
and ventilation
NEED
■

Automatically switching the lighting and
ventilation on and off on the basis of the
detection of movement.

Type of lighting
■

T5 linear luorescent lamps

Room description
■

Use of the toilet space

■

Sizes: 20 m² separate area
3 m² each toilet

■

Ceiling height: 2.50 m

■

Windows: none

SOLUTION / PROJECT
■

Passive infrared ceiling mounted sensor

■

Room controller standalone ON-OFF

Install a passive infrared ceiling sensor item in each
bathroom:
the sensors switch the lighting and ventilation on
when the toilet is occupied and switch everything off
when no movement is detected.
All the sensors are connected to the standalone
ON-OFF room controller item installed in the false
ceiling.

82

INSTALLATION NOTES
1. Install the standalone ON-OFF room controller on
the cable tray in the false ceiling.

2. Install passive infrared ceiling sensors in
each bathroom.

Ventilation
Lamps

3. The sensor has the following factory settings:
delay time 15 minutes, brightness threshold 500 lux,
maximum PIR sensitivity.
Whenever necessary use the coniguration remote
control to change the sensor parameters.
NA C NC

1

2

SENSORE

ADVANTAGES / BENEFITS
Automatically switch the lighting and ventilation on and off only when people are present.

■

Cost saving
by installing technological systems or
products you can obtain cost savings
with respect to the use of traditional
systems or products.

■

Up to

22.9%

Reduction in the
emission of

32kg CO2

energy saving

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

Calculation performed on 20 m2 toilet facilities.
Italian conversion factor used: 0.406 kg CO2 / kWh.
Calculation performed on an annual basis.
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Service sector

Single workstation
with automatic lighting
management
NEED
■

■
■

Manual switching on of the lighting and
automatic switching off on the basis of
presence detection
ON-OFF management
Presence detection

Type of lighting
■

T5 linear luorescent lamps

Application description
Use of the ofice activity space such as
reading, writing, working at the computer, etc.
Sizes: (2.50 x 2.50 m) x 4
Ceiling height: 2.50 m

SOLUTION / PROJECT
The main lighting is supplied by
the ceiling lamps.
In this case, the desk lamps are controlled
by the dual technology lush mounting
sensor placed in the column at the side
of the workstation and are lit manually by
means of the push button on the sensor.
When the desk is not occupied the lights
go out automatically at the end of the delay
time set on the sensor.
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INSTALLATION NOTES
1. Install the lush mounting dual technology sensor in the column at the front of the desk to ensure optimum detection.
2. The sensor has the following factory settings: delay time 15 minutes, brightness threshold 300 lux, maximum PIR
sensitivity and high US sensitivity. Whenever necessary use the coniguration remote control to change the sensor
parameters.

Desktop lights
8.5 A max.

Sensor
Circuit
protection

ADVANTAGES / BENEFITS
Thanks to the manual switching on of the light and the automatic switching off on the basis of presence
detection, comfort, and energy and cost savings are obtained.
■

Cost saving
by installing technological systems or
products you can obtain cost savings
with respect to the use of traditional
systems or products.

Up to

22.9%

Reduction in the
emission of

320kg CO2

energy saving
■

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

Calculation performed on a 200 m2 open plan ofice.
Italian conversion factor used: 0.406 kg CO2 / kWh.
Calculation performed on an annual basis.
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Service sector

School room with
management of light
and air
NEED
■

Manual switching on of the lighting and
automatic switching off on the basis of
presence detection and the contribution
of natural light.

■

Automatic management of HVAC device
on the basis of presence detection.

■

Dimmer management

■

Presence detection

■

Presence of natural light

■

Ventilation system management

Type of lighting
■

T5 linear luorescent lamps with DALI
ballast

Room description
Use of the teaching activity space such as
training, meetings, etc.
Sizes: 40 m²
Ceiling height: 2.50-3 m
Windows along the wall
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SOLUTION / PROJECT
■

Room controller standalone dimmer DALI

■

Dual technology ceiling lush
mounted sensor

■

Traditional electromechanical push button.

The room controller will control two groups
of lamps (one A deined master and one B
deined slave) maintaining a deined brightness
difference between A and B. The dual technology
sensor will adjust the lighting level on the basis
of the brightness level and presence and will
also control the activation of the HVAC device,
but only on the basis of presence. The push
buttons allow the manual switching on and
adjustment of two groups of lamps.

INSTALLATION NOTES

PLUG & GO coniguration mode

1. Install the room controller at the centre of the
room in the false ceiling.

2. Install the dual technology sensor at the centre
of the room so as to ensure an optimum detection
of presence and brightness level. It can be installed
lush mounted by means of springs or in a lush
mounting box for concrete or plasterboard ceilings.

VMC

3. Install the push buttons at the room entrance.
4. Connect the room controller to the power supply
(230 V a.c.), the sensor (by means of bus cable item
at the RJ45 input), the controls (terminals DA1 and
DA2) and the fans (NO/C/NC output).

5. Conigure the room controller by selecting mode

delay time 15 minutes, brightness threshold 500
lux, very high PIR sensitivity and high US sensitivity.
Whenever necessary use the coniguration remote
control to change the sensor parameters.

/OUT

150 m max.

6. The sensor has the following factory settings:

/OUT

x16 max.
100 m max.

1, 2 or 3 as required, by means of the selection push
button.

x16 max.

230/110 V:

x 6 max.

ADVANTAGES / BENEFITS
■

Cost saving
by installing technological systems or
products you can obtain cost savings
with respect to the use of traditional
systems or products.

■

Safeguard
the room, thanks to the reduction of CO2
emissions in the air.

Up to

27.6%

Reduction in the
emission of

65kg CO2

energy saving

Calculation performed on a 40 m2 school room.
Italian conversion factor used: 0.406 kg CO2 / kWh.
Calculation performed on an annual basis.
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Reference
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■ Service sector
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Service sector

Real world results
with PDUs
CISCO SAVES $8.6M ANNUALLY BY DEPLOYING INTELLIGENT PDUs
In 2011, when Cisco sought to reduce its
energy consumption and costs, its labs were
an obvious target: they accounted for 60% of
the company’s total power use, yet occupied
only about 10% of its real-estate space. The
labs consumed more than 900MWh of power
a year, had a combined annual electricity
bill of more than $80M, and were the single
largest source of operational greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions for the company.

The two-year initiative was completed in July
2013. Though the company saved $9million
dollars total, over $8.6 million in savings
alone were from intelligent PDUs deployed in
all new, existing and retroit labs.
One key feature that allowed the company to
save big was having the ability to power off
lab equipment while not in use.

EBAY’S NEW DATA CENTRES ARE TWICE AS RELIABLE AND 50% LESS
EXPENSIVE TO OPERATE
As one of the world’s largest Internet
commerce platforms, eBay demands
extreme data centre reliability; any downtime
would impact transactions worth more than
$2,000 a second. Thus its global data centre
team must excel simultaneously in delivering
uptime and lexibility, while keeping costs
down – a truly complex challenge, requiring
constant innovation to be successful.
To enable maximum savings, eBay deployed
intelligent rack PDUs that provide precise
energy consumption data for every single
power supply, of every single server.

This information passes upstream to eBay’s
building management and asset tracking
systems in real-time, achieving what Green
Grid terms PUE Category 3 (or PUE3)
monitoring.
“[Intelligent PDUs] can provide me with
the precision required to calculate my true
operational costs for every server, down to
the last penny,” says Dean Nelson, eBay’s
Senior Director of Data Centre Strategy and
Operations.
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Industry

Bticino sites
supervision (Italy)
Supervision and control via WEB of the signiicant energy consumptions of the sites in Italy (Energy
Management System, certiicate ISO 50001).

LEGRAND TURNOVER

SITES
■

k€

mWh
(eq)

CO2
(tons)

last 3yr

170

1500

1750

2017 (obj)

200

1900

2500

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Energy saving
ISO 50001
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Varese
Erba
Tradate
Bergamo
Muscoline
Alessandria
Ospedaletto
Teramo
Torre del Greco

MEASURES
■
■
■

Electricity
Gas
Water

→

Service sector

Banco di Sardegna
(Sassari - Italy)
The Banco di Sardegna has used a remote control and management system developed with Legrand to
reduce the electrical power consumption of its branches.
At present 200 branches are managed with a return on investment (ROI) of less than two years.

SUPERVISION SYSTEM

■
■
■
■
■
■

Metering
Automation
Lighting control
Email reporting
Email alarms
Geolocation

PRODUCT INSTALLATION

Power

Metering

MyHOME®
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FOLLOW
US AT
www.legrand.co.uk
www.legrand.ie
www.youtube.com/legrandtvuk
www.voltimum.co.uk
www.voltimum.ie
www.twitter.com/legranduk
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